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ABSTRACT

Interpreting the molecular mechanism of ge-
nomic variations and their causal relationship with
diseases/traits are important and challenging prob-
lems in the human genetic study. To provide com-
prehensive and context-specific variant annotations
for biologists and clinicians, here, by systemati-
cally integrating over 4TB genomic/epigenomic pro-
files and frequently-used annotation databases from
various biological domains, we develop a variant
annotation database, called VannoPortal. In gen-
eral, the database has following major features:
(i) systematically integrates 40 genome-wide vari-
ant annotations and prediction scores regarding
allele frequency, linkage disequilibrium, evolution-
ary signature, disease/trait association, tissue/cell
type-specific epigenome, base-wise functional pre-
diction, allelic imbalance and pathogenicity; (ii)
equips with our recent novel index system and par-
allel random-sweep searching algorithms for effi-
cient management of backend databases and in-
formation extraction; (iii) greatly expands context-
dependent variant annotation to incorporate large-
scale epigenomic maps and regulatory profiles (such

as EpiMap) across over 33 tissue/cell types; (iv)
compiles many genome-scale base-wise prediction
scores for regulatory/pathogenic variant classifica-
tion beyond protein-coding region; (v) enables fast
retrieval and direct comparison of functional evi-
dence among linked variants using highly interactive
web panel in addition to plain table; (vi) introduces
many visualization functions for more efficient iden-
tification and interpretation of functional variants in
single web page. VannoPortal is freely available at
http://mulinlab.org/vportal.

INTRODUCTION

Genome-wide association studies (GWASs) and large-scale
genome sequencing studies have uncovered many genetic
variants and somatic mutations associated with differ-
ent human diseases/traits, yet interpreting the molecu-
lar mechanisms of these genomic variations and their
causal relationships with disease/trait development is
challenging (1,2). As the growing volume of functional
genomic/epigenomic profiling across a large number of hu-
man tissue/cell types, such as the Encyclopedia of DNA
Elements (ENCODE) Project (3), Roadmap Epigenomics
Project (4) and the International Human Epigenome
Consortium (IHEC) Project (5), context-dependent fine-
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mapping of causal variants and identifying fine-grained
molecular phenotypes that mediate the effect between an
investigated variant and a particular disease/trait become
practical. In addition, a number of computational tools
have been developed to predict the regulatory potential
or pathogenicity of variant genome-widely (6,7), such as
the pioneer algorithm GWAVA (8) and the disease-specific
model DIVAN (9), which significantly facilitates the char-
acterization of genomic variants at single base level for in-
terpretation of disease/trait development.

Despite the great effort of international projects in
generating, processing, and distributing large amounts of
genome/epigenome sequencing data and functional anno-
tations, biologists and clinicians nowadays face great dif-
ficulties to curate, collect and compare variant information
from different resources, and sometimes even need to down-
load huge annotation files or manually calculate predic-
tion scores. Several variant annotation databases, such as
UCSC Variant Annotation Integrator (10), Ensembl Vari-
ation Database (11), VarSome (12) and Bystro (13), pro-
vide convenient avenues to inspect the genomic and phe-
notypic features of given variants, but they barely provide
genomic effects of variants in linkage disequilibrium (LD)
with the single variant being queried and offer limited anno-
tations for non-coding variants. Besides, the overwhelming
growth of tissue/cell type-specific and disease/trait-specific
variant annotations enables evidence-driven prioritization
of candidate causal/pathogenic variants in particular con-
ditions. Unfortunately, existing databases like RegulomeDB
(14) and HaploReg (15) often fail to incorporate the lat-
est context-dependent annotations and genome-scale func-
tional predictions which are crucial for drawing biologically
meaningful conclusions from investigated variants.

In this work, by systematically integrating large-scale
tissue/cell type-specific genomic/epigenomic profiles, base-
wise functional prediction scores, and frequently-used an-
notation databases from various biological domains, we de-
velop a novel variant annotation database VannoPortal for
biologists and clinicians to efficiently retrieve comprehen-
sive and context-specific features, including variant basic
information, evolutionary annotation, disease/trait associ-
ation, variant regulatory potential, and variant pathogenic-
ity. VannoPortal leverages multiscale orthogonal evidences
to support the functionality or pathogenicity of queried
variants. It significantly enlarges the annotation scope to
almost all possible substitutions of a small variant in the
human reference genome, and make efforts to improve the
interpretability of variant annotations by using many intu-
itive visualizations and interactive web components. Vanno-
Portal is free and open to all users without login and regis-
tration at http://mulinlab.org/vportal.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Variant basic information and allele frequency

Allele information of known single nucleotide variations
(SNVs) and insertions/deletions (indels) were collected
from gnomAD r2.0.2 (16), 1000 Genomes Project phase 3
(17), and dbSNP b151 (18). For SNV, alleles are enumer-
ated if only genomic coordinate is provided based on human
reference genome. For customized alleles which are conflict

with human reference genome or are absent in known vari-
ant databases, only region-level annotation is supported.
We applied a Java library Jannovar v0.30 (19) to anno-
tate gene and transcript information. Commonly-used al-
lele frequency information for worldwide populations were
downloaded from 1000 Genomes Project phase 3 and gno-
mAD r2.0.2. We also incorporated allele frequencies from
other genome sequencing or genotyping projects, includ-
ing GenomeAsia (20), jMorp (21), ABraOM (22), UK10K
project (23), UK Biobank (24), etc. CrossMap (25) was
used to convert genome coordinates between GRCh37 and
GRCh38 when the annotation is not provided for a certain
genome assembly version.

Evolutionary information

Most base-wise conservation scores were extracted from
CADD v1.4 (26), including PhyloP (27), phastCons (28),
GERP (29), fitCons (30), and bStatistic (31) except for
SiPhy (32). Similar to CADD score, we calculated the
‘PHRED-scaled’ score for each of these scores by taking
the rank in order of magnitude, which makes them compa-
rable to each other. For each score, a likely conserved sig-
nal was defined once the ‘PHRED-scaled’ score was >10.
Based on genotypes from 1000 Genomes Project phase 3,
variant-level positive selection scores were calculated and
classified according to the description of our dbPSHP (33)
and 1000 Genomes Selection Browser (34).

Disease/trait association

LD information for five super populations (AFR, AMR,
EAS, EUR, SAS) were calculated using genotypes from
1000 Genomes Project phase 3. Disease/trait-associated
variants were collected from The NHGRI-EBI GWAS Cat-
alog v1.0.2 (35). The likely disease/trait-causal variants
were downloaded from our CAUSALdb v1.1 (36). Expres-
sion quantitative trait loci (eQTL) and splicing quantitative
trait loci (sQTL) of 54 human tissue/cell types were down-
loaded from GTEx v8 (37), and information for other types
of molecular trait quantitative trait loci (xQTL) were col-
lected from our QTLbase v1.2 (38). VarNote random-sweep
searching algorithm (39) was used to extract annotations
and filter linked variants in LD.

Regulatory potential

Context-dependent regulatory variant prediction scores
were integrated from cepip (40), GenoSkyline-Plus (41),
FUN-LDA (42), GenoNet (43), and FitCons2 (44) for 127
tissue/cell types. The combined score of tissue/cell type-
specific regulatory potential was calculated by rank prod-
uct. Based on consolidated and imputed epigenomes of
127 human tissue/cell types from Roadmap Epigenomics
(4) and 869 samples from EpiMap (45), we intersected
each query variant with narrow peaks of histone marks,
transcription factor (TF) (measured by chromatin im-
munoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-Seq)) and open chro-
matin (measured by DNase I hypersensitive sites sequenc-
ing (DNase-Seq) or transposase accessible chromatin se-
quencing (ATAC-seq)) using VarNote random access func-
tion. Significant 5 kb Hi-C interactions of 60 tissue/cell
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types were borrowed from our GWAS4D (46), and a vir-
tual 4C diagram anchored at query variant locus was plot-
ted using CHiCP (47). Motif information for 136 TFs was
collected from CIS-BP (48), JASPAR (49), and ENCODE-
motifs (50). Binding affinity effect changes between differ-
ent alleles of query variant were estimated according to
our previous method (51). TF binding ChIP-seq significant
peaks in different tissue/cell types were systematically in-
tegrated from CistromeDB (52), DeepBlueR (53), GTRD
(54) and EpiMap (45). We also incorporated allelic imbal-
ance evidence of chromatin accessibility and TF binding
from multiple studies (55,56).

Pathogenicity

Genome-scale base-wise prediction scores of pathogenic
and cancer driver regulatory variants were downloaded
from RegBase-PAT and RegBase-CAN (7). According to
the Youden’s J statistics derived from trained model for each
tool, query variants can be classified as likely pathogenic
or neutral properties. Nonsynonymous SNV pathogenic-
ity scores were downloaded from dbNSFP V4.1a (57). Pre-
diction scores for splicing-altering potential were retrieved
from dbscSNV (58), S-CAP (59), and SpliceAI (60). Clin-
Var was used to annotate genomic variation and its rela-
tionship to human health (61). COSMIC (62) and ICGC
(63) aggregated mutation datasets were adopted to annotate
somatic recurrence in cancers. Finally, CIViC was used to
annotate mutation-dependent effects on cancer drug treat-
ment (64).

Database design and annotation retrieve strategy

VannoPortal is built on a Java-based web framework. Sev-
eral interactive web pages are implemented by D3.js, jQuery
and related JavaScript modules. To ensure fast retrieval of
relevant information from huge annotation databases, each
annotation file was concerted to BED, VCF or 1-based tab-
ular text file, then compressed and indexed by VarNote. The
parallel random-sweep searching or independent random-
access strategies of VarNote were used to ensure a highly
efficient query.

RESULTS

Data summary of VannoPortal

By systematically integrating genomic/epigenomic profiles
and variant annotations from various biological domains,
the initial version of VannoPortal contains 40 indepen-
dent variant-level and region-level information archived
in over 4TB indexed annotation files (Supplementary Ta-
ble S1). To simplify biological interpretation, VannoPor-
tal classified these annotations into five major categories
including variant basic information, evolutionary annota-
tion, disease/trait association, variant regulatory potential,
and variant pathogenicity. Specifically, (i) in ‘variant ba-
sic information’ annotation, VannoPortal reports the ge-
nomic attributes, affected genes and transcripts and world-
wide allele frequencies. In addition to the 1000 Genomes

project (17) and gnomAD (16), VannoPortal also incorpo-
rates allele frequency information from other genome se-
quencing projects. (ii) In ‘evolutionary annotation’, Vanno-
Portal provides comprehensive aggregation of 11 base-
wise conservation scores and 13 variant-level score regard-
ing positive/negative selection in recent human evolution,
which could benefit the identification of functional vari-
ants from an evolutionary perspective. (iii) In ‘disease/trait
association’, VannoPortal collects disease/trait-associated
signals and credible variants identified by GWAS, and
molecular trait QTLs across most of human tissue/cell
types. By leveraging population-specific LD information,
this disease/trait association evidence can be easily com-
pared among correlated variants in VannoPortal. (iv) Since
interpreting the non-coding regulatory variants is challeng-
ing, VannoPortal comprehensively integrates large-scale
tissue/cell type-specific epigenomes and functional predic-
tions in the ‘regulatory potential’ section. For example,
context-dependent prioritization of regulatory potential
among high LD variants enables the identification of poten-
tially causal regulatory variants in phenotypically relevant
tissue/cell types; Mapping variant locus to critical histone
marks, chromatin states and TF binding sites across hun-
dreds of tissue/cell type-specific samples, from Roadmap
Epigenomics (4) or EpiMap (45) projects, will greatly fa-
cilitate the grasp of regulatory code underlying the inves-
tigated variant; Linking variant to its target genes or af-
fected regulators can further pinpoint the molecular mech-
anism and direct functional follow-up. (v5) Finally, in ‘vari-
ant pathogenicity’ annotation, VannoPortal not only in-
cludes deleterious scores for missense and splicing-altering
variants, it also summarizes multiple genome-scale predic-
tions and evidence to interpret pathogenic variants for dis-
ease progression and targeted therapy (Figure 1).

Advanced features of VannoPortal over existing databases

The key design principle of VannoPortal is to avoid sim-
ple aggregation of exiting annotation databases, and to ad-
vocate evidence-driven interpretation and prioritization. To
this end, VannoPortal has the following distinctive features
and improvements compared with existing databases. First,
VannoPortal is equipped with our recent novel index sys-
tem and parallel random-sweep searching algorithms for
efficient management of backend databases and informa-
tion extraction (39). It only takes seconds to randomly ac-
cess or screen terabyte-level annotation datasets for each
independent query. Particularly, VannoPortal allows fast
retrieval and direct comparison of functional annotations
among variants in LD by providing several interactive pan-
els, while existing databases, such as Ensembl Variation
Database (11) and VarSome (12), only annotate single vari-
ant with suboptimal efficiency. Second, VannoPortal in-
corporates many base-wise and genome-scale features to
annotate SNVs and indels, which enlarges the annotation
scope to almost all possible substitutions of small vari-
ants in the human reference genome. Whereas limited in-
formation for variants outside protein-coding regions was
provided by most of existing databases. Third, VannoPor-
tal provides genome-wide, multiscale and orthogonal evi-
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Figure 1. Database architecture, function structure and representative features.

dences regarding whether a variant is functional. For ex-
ample, to evaluate whether a given variant has regula-
tory, pathogenic or cancer-driver potential, multiple predic-
tion scores and phenotypic evidence were reported. Fourth,
compared to commonly-used HaploReg (15) and Regu-
lomeDB (14) for regulatory variant annotation, VannoPor-
tal greatly expands context-dependent variant annotation
to incorporate large-scale epigenomic maps and regulatory
profiles across over 33 tissue/cell types and thousands of
biosamples. Finally, VannoPortal focuses more on the in-
terpretability of variant annotations rather than informa-
tion enumeration. For instance, all genome-scale predic-
tion scores were transformed to comparable values and then
were classified into meaningful variant consequences.

Database usage

VannoPortal accepts many query formats, including db-
SNP ID, VCF-like, HGVS and even only genomic coor-
dinates.Both GRCh37/hg19 and GRCh38/hg38 of human
genome assembly are supported. For known SNVs and in-
dels, VannoPortal will automatically extract all allele in-
formation from the backend database and provide allele-
specific annotation switching if multiple alternative alle-
les are reported. For rare, somatic or unobserved SNVs
and indels, VannoPortal allows customized alleles in sev-
eral region-level annotation sections. The query result page
of VannoPortal incorporates five major annotation sections
(including variant basic information, evolution, phenotype,
regulatory potential, pathogenicity) as well as several sub-
categories in each section. The navigation bar displays the
annotation hit status for a query variant on each of sub-
categories. By clicking the name of the sub-category, the
page will scroll to the detailed panel of the corresponding
item (Figure 2).

In the left panel of the result page: (i) ‘Variant basic in-
formation’ panel shows genomic position, allele informa-
tion, dbSNP ID, transcript annotation and allele frequen-
cies from different populations. The page can be redirected
to the original database page for details once clicking on dif-
ferent arrowhead links (Figure 2). (ii) ‘Evolution’ panel re-
ports base-wise conservation scores and variant-level scores
regarding positive/negative selection in recent human evo-
lution. Note that the scores beyond empirical cutoffs were
labeled as ‘likely conserved’ or ‘likely influenced by selec-
tion or population history’ or other noteworthy signatures
(Figure 2A). (iii) ‘Phenotype’ panel incorporates an inter-
active LD viewer along with some disease/trait associa-
tion tracks, including disease/trait-associated evidence and
eQTL/sQTL/xQTL hits. Users can click each variant in the
plot or vertical bar in the evidence tracks to check the sum-
mary information of supporting evidence. By selecting the
dropdown list or dragging the slider bar, users can adjust
the population, LD r2 cutoff and LD window size to fil-
ter out variants. As the LD threshold changes, the bottom
table lists the LD information and the number of support-
ing evidences for all correlated variants (Figure 2B). More
detailed information for disease/trait associations is dis-
played in separate table viewers. (iv) ‘Regulatory potential’
panel systematically demonstrates tissue/cell type-specific
functional predictions, epigenomic signals and TF bind-
ing evidence in different aspects. By assigning a desired
tissue/cell type and adjusting LD parameters, the query
variant can be prioritized together with all linked variants,
and a combined ranking score based on the five state-of-
the-art prediction scores can be calculated for each of the
variants within the LD region (Figure 2C). Importantly,
in two rich table viewers, users can comprehensively grasp
the chromatin states and epigenomic features at variant lo-
cus across 127 Roadmap Epigenomics tissue/cell types and
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Figure 2. Result page and distinctive web components of VannoPortal. (A) Conservation scores and positive selection scores in the ‘Evolution’ panel.
(B) A composite viewer showing LD structure, disease/trait association tracks and evidence table in the ‘Phenotype’ panel. (C) Tissue/cell type-specific
regulatory variant prioritization function in the ‘Regulatory potential’ panel. (D) Two rich tables displaying critical histone marks, chromatin states, and
TF binding sites across hundreds of tissue/cell type-specific samples at variant locus, from Roadmap Epigenomics or EpiMap projects. (E) A circular plot
showing significant 5 kb Hi-C chromatin interactions between variant locus and its target region. (F) Real-time motif scanning table for the predicted
allele-specific effect of TF binding. (G) Genome-scale pathogenic scores in the ‘Pathogenicity’ panel.

869 EpiMap samples. Clicking on each tissue name can un-
fold the view to cell type level in the EpiMap viewers (Fig-
ure 2D). In addition, according to user-selected tissue/cell
type, an interactive circular plot displays the topmost signif-
icant 5 kb chromatin interactions anchored at the variant-
contained locus (Figure 2E). When users click on each in-
teraction arc, chromatin marks within the interacted 5 kb
bins can be displayed. Last, users can easily check the pre-
dicted changes in TF binding affinity through real-time
motif scanning, TF binding evidence of public ChIP-seq
peaks, and the allele-specific footprint events in several rich
table viewers (Figure 2F). (v) ‘Pathogenicity’ panel enu-
merates many genome-scale pathogenic prediction scores,
deleterious scores for missense and splicing-altering vari-
ants, as well as cancer driver prediction scores for somatic
mutations (Figure 2G). According to the classification of
each prediction score, users can easily determine whether
the query variant is likely pathogenic in a certain context.
Known health-associated evidence and therapeutic impli-
cations are also listed in separate tables. Finally, users can
download all of the functional predictions and annotation
information for each query variant by simply clicking the
download button at the top right of the result page or by
RESTful API.

Case studies

To investigate the reliability and practicality of VannoPor-
tal for identifying potentially causal variants in different
scenarios of genetic study, we exemplified several classical
or novel loci according to published results. (i) For com-
mon regulatory variants revealed by GWAS, we used an
experimentally validated causal variant rs12740374, which
alters plasma low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C)
by modulating hepatic very low-density lipoprotein secre-
tion (65), to test whether VannoPortal could precisely anno-
tate the variant effect. Consistent with the reported findings,
VannoPortal reveals many lines of evidence for the causal-
ity of cholesterol traits and molecular trait QTLs (Supple-
mentary Figure S1A). In the context of cholesterol trait-
relevant cell type HepG2, VannoPortal successfully priori-
tizes rs12740374 as a top regulatory variant with the highest
combined score among LD variants (Supplementary Fig-
ure S1B). Epigenomic annotations also demonstrate that
rs12740374 is located in the active chromatin and harbors
EP300 and cohesion binding signals across many tissue/cell
types (Supplementary Figure S1C). Notably, in agreement
with published results (65), VannoPortal motif scanning re-
sult shows that rs12740374 may create a CEBPA transcrip-
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Figure 3. Supporting evidence from VannoPortal for the regulatory potential and cancer-driven roles of chr5:g.1295228:G > A (GRCh37, rs1242535815).
(A) rs1242535815 overlaps active chromatin states (e.g. DNase-seq and ATAC-seq), histone marks (e.g. H3K27ac, H3K4me2, H3K4me3 and H3K9ac) and
TF binding sites (e.g. POLR2A, RAD21 and SMC3) across many human tissues, particularly in cancers. (B) rs1242535815 A allele potentially increases
the binding affinity of HDAC1 and GABPA. (C) rs1242535815 is a likely pathogenic mutation supported by many genome-scale base-wise pathogenicity
prediction methods. (D) rs1242535815 is a highly recurrent mutation in cancer patients. (E) rs1242535815 is a likely cancer driver mutation supported by
regBase-CAN and other tools, and it could be a prognostic marker in cancer therapy.
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tion factor binding site (Supplementary Figure S1D). (ii)
We also examined a low-frequency variant rs74956615 as-
sociated with coronavirus disease 19 (COVID-19) (66–68).
This variant has been documented to confer risk for criti-
cal illness of COVID-19 near the gene that encodes tyrosine
kinase 2 (TYK2). Based on the LD of the EUR popula-
tion, VannoPortal can link this variant to a TYK2 missense
variant rs34536443 (r2 = 0.8332) which significantly asso-
ciate with the susceptibility of many autoimmune diseases
(Supplementary Figure S2A). Searching on rs34536443 re-
veals that it can affect different isoforms of TYK2, and its
minor C allele is totally absent in the East Asian popula-
tion (Supplementary Figure S2B). Both conservation scores
and pathogenicity scores from VannoPortal also support
the likely damaging role of this variant (Supplementary Fig-
ure S2C–E). (iii) For rare pathogenic variants, we queried
rs12565 which was previously found to cause cardiovascu-
lar diseases by altering the recruitment of REST to target
gene NPPA (69). Interestingly, this non-coding variant ex-
hibits very high conservation scores (Supplementary Fig-
ure S3A) and obtains active chromatin states in only heart
tissues, including open chromatin marked by DNase-seq
peak and histone modifications of H3K4me3, H3K4me1,
and H3K27ac (Supplementary Figure S3B). Both pub-
lic TF ChIP-seq data and motif scanning results indicate
that rs12565 may modulate the binding affinity of REST
(Supplementary Figure S3C, D). In addition, genome-scale
pathogenicity scores from VannoPortal consistently show
that this non-coding variant is likely pathogenic (Supple-
mentary Figure S3E). (iv) For somatic cancer-driver mu-
tation, we inspected a well-known pan-cancer mutation
chr5:g.1295228:G > A (GRCh37, rs1242535815) in –124bp
upstream of TERT promoter which reactivates TERT ex-
pression by recruitment of the TF GABP (70). The onco-
genicity and regulatory mechanism underlying this muta-
tion are well supported by VannoPortal, such as overactive
chromatin states in cancers (Figure 3A), increased HDAC1
and GABPA bindings (Figure 3B), as well as many lines of
cancer-driven evidence and therapeutic implications (Fig-
ure 3C–E).

CONCLUSIONS

VannoPortal systematically incorporates lots of new
genome-scale and context-dependent variant annotation
resources from various biological domains, particularly
for variants outside of protein-coding regions. It focuses
more on the interpretability of variant annotations instead
of simple aggregation of known information using many
intuitive visualizations and interactive web components,
and enables direct comparison of some functional evidence
(e.g. disease/trait association, tissue/cell type-specific
regulatory potential) between query variant and its linked
ones without multi-round queries. Along with the rapid
evolution of advanced biotechnologies and new genetic
findings (71,72), VannoPortal will continue to update
the existing annotation databases and introduce more
advanced features, such as prioritization of target genes
for non-coding regulatory variants, integration of more
prediction scores for variant affecting post-transcriptional
and translational processes, support of large variant an-

notation, and incorporation of genetic-based translational
medicine data (73,74). Given the suboptimal assumption of
independence between the base positions of the sequence
motif, we will combine large-scale tissue/cell type-specific
open chromatin profiles (e.g. DNase-Seq and ATAC-seq)
and powerful statistical methods (e.g. gkm-SVM (75) and
KMAC (76)) to annotate the most plausible TFs associated
with regulatory variants. We believe that this novel plat-
form will benefit researchers to interrogate the biological
functions of genome variations and create significant
impacts in the era of human genetics and genomics.
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